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4. -est

26. nls3eru~~lFnunl~r~u~~~~~~~~~~~")  L%fldl~"s

1. synthetic 2. analytic

3. family 4. linguistic

27. %a%6  digraphs

1. green 2. phonics

3. stable 4. grower

28. inflection ~LL~FN@W?d?l

1. -s 2. -er  3. -en

29. compound word %I%I%W

1. a worker 2. a schoolboy

3. a white house 4. an interesting movie

30. ~~~nI~M~~P19rl~~a’UPl~nWa?~J9I[~~UC~U~49

1. nis%Giiiiiimnaiu  2. nisdhu?iuu

3. nimmw4qar~~un  4. vy-&

31. ~~~W~9jia~b~U~ai~~~i~~~~~i~%Islb~Pdq~L~Pd~~~W~~Unai

One pattern that results from such norms is endoaamy, marriage

between people of the same social group or category.

1. 2. appositivesynonym

3. compare/ contrast 4. description

32. rose, tulip, jasmine, lotus l%d lta9&~1  flower

1. hyponym 2. synonym

3. antonym 4. meronym
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SENTENCE

N P AUX V P

/\
D N V NP

AN

I. The tourists enjoy Thailand

2. You can visit here every time you want.

3. The boy will see his mother

4. Your friend can visit him.

The teenager ___ probably recover quickly

1. VP 2. AUX

NP V P

1. Subject

3. Comolement

2. Object

4. Adverb
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\
NP

1. Subject 2 . Object

3 .  Complement 4 . Adverb

37. ~~~~l~~PslUZpl”bPa3ls-CUA~BIEJ~~aSL~ld

Normal  human hemoglob in four polypeptide chains

1. VP 2. AUX

3. NP 4 . VB (verbal)

38. ~I~~I~~~%P~~~~~~I~~~~~~~I~~~~P~~I~I

Other indicators __ some relationship between academic achievement and

hard  work

Neither the students __ the teachers stayed

1. and 2. or

L1495

3. but 4. nor
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%P9"3an~?1~U~,sZU~~~a79~~ibPl~

It is the Interactron between parent and 5 1 that takes place when a parent ~

522 to a child that facilrtates  this child’s reading. In particular, reading IS aided 53

the types of questions that the parent uses. These 54 make the child responsible for

his/ her own learning but also, and fperhaps  more importantly, appear to 55 t h e

relatronshrp  between parent and chrlc.  Heath (1984) found 56 when a black teenage

mother was encouraged 57 read to her young son she grew to know him X-m a n d

many discipline probllems disappeared--” 59 parents and children read storres

together, they learn about themselves and gain a deeper understanding of one So  ..-”

(Taylor and Strickland, 1989: 1)

57. 1 . ch i ld 2. b o y

52. 1 . l istens 2 . r e a d s

53. 1 . with 2. a t

54. I. w h a t e v e r 2 . so that

3. girl

3. writes

3. by

3. however

4. fr iend

4 pays

4 about

4. not only
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55. I. strengthen 2. strength 3. strongly 4. strong

56. I. that 2. out 3. i n 4. over

57. 1. t o 2 . and 3. but 4 . or

58. I. less 2 . better ‘3 . more 4. truely

59. 1. Although 2. Because 3. Then 4 . When

60. 1. together 2. other 3. another 4 . others
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